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The lives of a deputy U.S. marshal, a Quaker farm boy, and a teenaged farm girl collide in a way that 
changes the lives of each in western Kentucky during the winter of 1862. 

LIEUTENANT JAMES HARPER, 31, a former US deputy marshal to the Dakota Territory has served 
with the First Iowa Volunteers since the war began and now seeks to command a company in the 
battalion. 

KATHERINE (KATIE) MALLOY, 15, a down-state Illinois farm girl works as a saloon-girl, sold into 
that life by her drunken father after the death of her mother. Despairing of escape, Katie has adapted 
to her new life while she strives to improve her situation. 

CORPORAL GUSTAV MAGNUSSON, 19, an Iowa farm boy who enlisted at the first call for 
volunteers to escape the religious destiny planned by his father must learn how to lead his 
company’s skirmishers and decide if Harper is a man to be trusted. 

During Grant’s expedition to Belmont in November 1861, Harper leads a rescue party when General 
Grant is cut off at the end of the raid. When Harper fears the entire detachment will be surrounded 
he orders that a wounded enlisted man be left behind. Magnusson ignores the order carries the 
wounded man from the battlefield. Word spreads and Harper becomes isolated and untrusted within 
the battalion. 

Two months later and after bedding with Harper, Katie wants to attract an officer to become her 
“special customer”. She learns from her best friend and co-owner of the saloon, ELEANOR, that 
beng a courtesan requires skills far beyond those Katie knows. 

The battle for Fort Donelson proves Harper’s fears when Monroe assigns him the most menial or 
dangerous tasks. Magnusson does not trust Harper. This opinion begins to change when 
Magnusson realizes the effectiveness of the skills Harper taught them. The Confederates attempt to 
escape the siege. Harper’s battalion is posted as the army’s flank guard, opposed by Bedford 
Forrest’s cavalry. Circumstances allow Harper to command the battalion’s skirmish line which 
performs well and suffers no casualties thanks to the advanced infantry tactics Harper has taught 
them. 

After the battle, Monroe orders the skirmishers back to their parent companies and Harper back to 
his paperwork duties. Later that evening, Monroe orders Harper to lead a patrol with Magnusson and 
three other men. Forrest’s escaping cavalry capture all of them without a fight. Harper’s conflict with 
Monroe must be set aside. Now he must gain the cooperation of Magnusson to keep all of them 
alive until they can escape. 

A perverted officer seeks Katie’s company. The saloon’s madam gives Katie a dose of laudanum 
which confuses Katie’s plan to make the man finish sooner. The customer nearly kills Katie, who has 
a out-of-body, near-death experience where her dead mother tells her she must continue to live. 

Harper’s and Magnusson’s captors are a company of partisans under the command of psychotic 
Captain BELL. Bell makes it clear that the only reason Harper and is men are still alive is Forrest’s 



direct orders. Magnusson remains suspicious of Harper. Although he is willing to cooperate, Harper 
disappoints by appearing too cautious to attempt an escape. Magnusson considers various plans to 
escape without Harper.

 Katie is out of work for a week after her ordeal. She sinks into a depression. Finally, Eleanor tries to 
break the depression by taking Katie to a gunsmith’s shop where Eleanor buys Katie a dagger. With 
this new weapon for protection, Katie regains her confidence.

In Nashville, the city is in panic due to the advance of Buell’s Federal army. Forrest takes command 
of the city. Bell locks Harper and his men into the city jail. Confederate sympathizers beat Harper 
nearly to death and as a result, Harper learns that Magnusson can maintain the morale of the men on his own. 
In the days which follow, the Confederate army evacuates Nashville. The Nashville sheriff rehires two pro-Union 
deputies and Harper tries to exploit one of them to escape. Harper observes the Paducah saloon-keeper escort a 
number of working women into Rebel headquarters and assumes that the Paducah saloon-keeper is a spy. He knows 
he must return this information to Union headquarters. 

When wounded Confederate prisoners arrive at an army hospital in Paducah, Eleanor visits them regularly. She 
brings Katie along. The hospital’s director of nursing asks Eleanor’s women to help nurse the wounded Confederates, 
since the loyalist volunteer nurses refuse to do so. 

Harper receives a visit from Texas cavalry officer DUPREE. Dupree offers Harper a parole because he believes that 
Bell plans to kill all the prisoners since Forrest has forgotten about them. He only has as parole for Harper. The 
enlisted men must suffer their fate. Harper weighs the decision between escaping alone in order to report on the 
Paducah saloon-keeper or stay to help the enlisted men avoid being murdered. Harper rejects Dupree’s offer of a 
single parole. Magnusson’s mistrust rises again when Harper informs the other prisoners of the single parole offered 
by Dupree, even though Harper assures them that he has refused the separate parole. Magnusson assaults an 
armed guard. Bell’s men take the prisoners to the river bank kill two men during a game of run-the-gauntlet before 
Dupree arrives with paroles for all the men. 

Katie becomes a regular volunteer at the hospital and uses the healing skills she learned from her mother. The ward 
nurse includes Katie in the lessons she teaches to the other volunteers, relatives of the wounded men. Katie seeks to 
learn more nursing skills. 

While Dupree and Bell argue over the prisoners, Federal cavalry skirmishers open fire from across the river. Bell’s 
men rush to cover. Magnusson hoists a wounded man onto his shoulders and the prisoners make their escape down 
the river bank, escorted by Dupree. When they reach safety, Dupree hands Harper the five paroles and rides off. 
Harper orders Magnusson and the others to find a place to hide until the Federal armies arrive. Harper plans to 
recover his horse from Bell. Harper returns to the jail house and beats to death the deputy who led the assailants on 
the first day. He steals weapons and mingles into the crowd watching the Confederates load their wagons. 

Harper separates three of the Iowan horses from Bell’s company but Bell has claimed Harper’s own horse as his 
personal property. Forrest’s quartermaster confronts Harper. Harper kills the Rebel corporal who led Bell’s execution 
squad and wounds Bell. Harper races through the Confederate camp trying to escape. Magnusson and another 
survivor join Harper. Harper shares the pistols and sends the men to safety before he turns to recover his own horse, 
SANTEE. Rebels surround Harper while he separates Santee and Magnusson’s horse from Bell’s company. Bell 
appears, bleeding from Harper’s gunshot, and attempts to kill Harper. Harper escapes by forcing the horses over the 
bluff along the river. He relies on the instincts of the wild-raised mustangs to get down to the riverbank without injury. 
All three horses survive and Harper escapes into the evening shadows pursued by futile shooting from the Rebel 
cavalry. 

Returning from the hospital, the mulatto driver begins to insult Katie and her roommate Julia as uppity whores and 
crashes the coach about. Julia brings the situation under control by using her own “ladies’ companion”. Katie is 
impressed and vows to demand the same respect in the future. Katie now knows how to make her life better. She will 
learn to be a courtesan like Eleanor while she learns to be a nurse. Returned to the captured Fort Donelson, 
Monroe’s court-of-inquiry is led by one of his favorites, McKinsey. McKinsey attempts to alter Magnusson’s testimony 
by recording that Harper ordered Magnusson and the other man to violate their paroles. Magnusson sees the 
alteration and corrects it. Now Magnusson knows how far Monroe will go to be rid of Harper. The verdict of the court-



of-inquiry is a foregone conclusion and Harper finds himself ordered to Paducah to await court-martial. Magnusson 
vows to set the record straight about which officers cannot be trusted. 

The saloon owners decide to include Katie during their next visit to the army, this time at Union-held Fort Donelson. 
Magnusson walks back to his billet at Fort Donelson and sees Katie wave to him from a passing coach.

In this sweeping story, the first of his Shiloh Trilogy, Gabhann follows General Grant’s early Civil War campaigns 
through the eyes of Lieutenant James Harper of the First Iowa Volunteers. Harper, fresh out of a skirmish in which he 
helped save Grant’s life, but lost the trust of his men in the process, finds himself denied a command position and 
answering to Colonel Monroe, who’s holding a grudge against Harper, convinced he should be discharged. Despite 
the cards being stacked against him, Harper’s sure of his military prowess and willing to serve as Monroe’s adjutant, 
as long as he has a shot at a command post in the future. 

Gabhann compellingly captures the neighbor-turned-enemy spirit of the Civil War in the complex relationships 
between his characters and their duties. Harper staunchly disapproves of the Abolitionists, blaming them for the entire 
war, but he’s loyal to the Union—and to General Grant. Meanwhile, his short fuse repeatedly lands him in hot water, 
and even his friendly brothers-in-arms find his swagger hard to stomach. Harper’s growth makes for an exciting read, 
especially when a scouting mission goes south, and Harper finds himself a prisoner of war, along with several of his 
men who still aren’t sure they can depend on him. Ultimately, Harper channels his recklessness to pull through for his 
fellow soldiers, winning their confidence just as the higher chain of command starts head hunting him again, but this 
time he’s not alone, as Grant has just been relieved of duty as well, by the infamous General Halleck. 

Fans of Civil War fiction will relish the battle details and intricate military hierarchy that makes and breaks key 
skirmishes. The milieu and dialogue is convincing, though Gabhann takes a storyteller’s creative license with his 
characters. A parallel story of a naïve prostitute trying to survive never fully connects to Harper’s narrative, but the 
ending sets the stage to watch the two come together in a future volume. 

Takeaway: A hotheaded Union officer faces battles, prison, and his own shortcomings in this sweeping Civil War 
novel. 

Great for fans of: Michael Shaara’s Killer Angels, Howard Bahr’s The Black Flower. 
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Historical Novel Society 

Sean Kevin Gabhann ingeniously weaves three converging story lines together against a backdrop of dramatic 
history in Harper’s Donelson, the first of his Shiloh Trilogy. 

The book tells the story of three people: a whorehouse saloon-girl named Katie Malloy, Lieutenant James Harper, a 
junior officer in the Union army, and Corporal Gustav Magnusson, a Quaker in the same company as Harper. All three 
are caught up in General Grant’s determination to take Fort Donelson, and although that famous campaign fills the air 
of the novel, the events on the personal level happening to our three main characters are the focus of the book, 
brought into sharp relief by Gabhann’s great pacing and sensitive ear for dialogue. Katie, especially, seems to live on 
the page.

The villain of the book, the vicious Confederate Captain Bell, is a wonderfully cinematic bad guy. With his inventive 
and intensely readable novel, Gabhann has written a very enjoyably old-fashioned character-driven melodrama that I 
could not stop reading, and I eagerly await the next volume. 



Kirkus Review 
A Union sharpshooter must deal with a prostitute, a distrustful Quaker, and a ruthless Confederate captain in the 
second edition of Gabhann’s 2015 Civil War novel, the first book in a trilogy. Kentucky, 1862. 

Lt. James Harper, a crack shot and veteran of the Mexican War, proudly serves with 1st Iowa Mounted Infantry. 
However, instead of climbing the ranks, he wallows as the battalion adjutant, “a desk job more suited to an 
accountant than to a man who had spent eight years as a United States marshal in the territories beyond the Missouri 
River.” Even a moment of bravery in which he saves the life of Gen. Ulysses S. Grant is tainted by the behavior of his 
men, who disobeyed Harper’s order to leave the wounded son of a Union colonel behind. His battalion is now 
stationed near the city of Paducah, where Harper shares the bed of 15-year-old prostitute Katie Malloy. Her life as a 
saloon girl began after her alcoholic father cruelly sold her to the brothel owner. Katie will have to learn quickly if she’s 
to survive the war, a feat that may be harder for her than for the soldiers she beds. For Harper, opportunity comes in 
the form of a chance to train 40 men as sharpshooters before leading them into battle. The only problem is that the 
men don’t like or trust Harper, including the giant Quaker farm boy Corp. Gustav Magnusson. When Harper and his 
men are captured by the Confederates, they find themselves under the sadistic command of Capt. Anderson Bell, 
who does not feel any obligation to keep the Yankee prisoners alive.

In this installment of the series that continues with Harper’s Rescue (2017), Gabhann re-creates the events 
surrounding the Union victory in the Battle of Fort Donelson in stark imagery: “Night brought quiet from the gunfire, a 
quiet broken only by the moans of injured men left behind on the battlefield. A full moon illuminated the valley and 
backwater where the Rebel cavalry had retreated earlier. Dark lines in the snow revealed the locations of roads and 
streams.” The sections about Katie sit oddly against those of Harper and Magnusson, and they veer at times into 
exploitative territory. As far as communicating the myriad motivations of soldiers and the brutality of warfare—both on 
the battlefield and off—the book presents a darkly intriguing look at this perilous moment in the Western theater. 

A gritty and sometimes-uncomfortable war story set against the Battle of Fort Donelson 



Harper’s Donelson: The Shiloh
Trilogy, Book 1
BY SEAN KEVIN GABHANN
Sean Kevin Gabhann ingeniously weaves three converging story lines together against a backdrop
of dramatic history in Harper’s Donelson, the first of his Shiloh Trilogy.
The book tells the story of three people: a whorehouse saloon-girl named Katie Malloy, Lieutenant
James Harper, a junior officer in the Union army, and Corporal Gustav Magnusson, a Quaker in the
same company as Harper. All three are caught up in General Grant’s determination to take Fort
Donelson, and although that famous campaign fills the air of the novel, the events on the personal
level happening to our three main characters are the focus of the book, brought into sharp relief by
Gabhann’s great pacing and sensitive ear for dialogue. Katie, especially, seems to live on the page.

The villain of the book, the vicious Confederate Captain Bell, is a wonderfully cinematic bad guy.
With his inventive and intensely readable novel, Gabhann has written a very enjoyably old-fashioned
character-driven melodrama that I could not stop reading, and I eagerly await the next volume.

Recommended.

Laura Fahey, Historical Novel Society
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A Union sharpshooter must deal with a prostitute, a distrustful Quaker, and aruthless Confederate 
captain in the second edition of Gabhann’s 2015 Civil War novel, the first book in a trilogy.

Kentucky, 1862. Lt. James Harper, a crack shot and veteran of the Mexican War, proudly serves with 
1st IowaMounted Infantry. However, instead of climbing the ranks, he wallows as the battalion 
adjutant, “a desk job moresuited to an accountant than to a man who had spent eight years as a 
United States marshal in the territoriesbeyond the Missouri River.” Even a moment of bravery in 
which he saves the life of Gen. Ulysses S. Grant istainted by the behavior of his men, who 
disobeyed Harper’s order to leave the wounded son of a Union colonelbehind. His battalion is now 
stationed near the city of Paducah, where Harper shares the bed of 15-year-oldprostitute Katie 
Malloy. Her life as a saloon girl began after her alcoholic father cruelly sold her to the brothelowner. 
Katie will have to learn quickly if she’s to survive the war, a feat that may be harder for her than for 
thesoldiers she beds. For Harper, opportunity comes in the form of a chance to train 40 men as 
sharpshooters beforeleading them into battle. The only problem is that the men don’t like or trust 
Harper, including the giant Quakerfarm boy Corp. Gustav Magnusson. When Harper and his men 
are captured by the Confederates, they findthemselves under the sadistic command of Capt. 
Anderson Bell, who does not feel any obligation to keep theYankee prisoners alive. In this 
installment of the series that continues with Harper’s Rescue (2017), Gabhann re-creates the events 
surrounding the Union victory in the Battle of Fort Donelson in stark imagery: “Night broughtquiet 
from the gunfire, a quiet broken only by the moans of injured men left behind on the battlefield. A full 
moonilluminated the valley and backwater where the Rebel cavalry had retreated earlier. Dark lines 
in the snowrevealed the locations of roads and streams.” The sections about Katie sit oddly against 
those of Harper andMagnusson, and they veer at times into exploitative territory. As far as 
communicating the myriad motivations ofsoldiers and the brutality of warfare—both on the battlefield 
and off—the book presents a darkly intriguing look atthis perilous moment in the Western theater.

A gritty and sometimes-uncomfortable war story set against the Battle of Fort Donelson.


